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Washington, D.C. Downtown
1725 I Street, NW, Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: 1.202.530.3214
Fax: 1.202.530.3215

For the second year in a row, AGI tied
with The Aerospace Corporation for
the top honors in Aviation Week
& Space Technology’s “Where
A&D Professionals Want to Work,”
Technological Challenge category.

As a result of AGI’s sponsorship of the
2010 Space & CyberSpace Warfare
Symposium, the Lance P. Sijan Chapter
of the Air Force Association (AFA)
made a donation on behalf of AGI
to the Challenger Learning Center of
Colorado, one of AGI’s educational
partners. AGI President Joseph
Sheehan accepted the honor.

Colorado
7150 Campus Drive, Suite 260
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
Phone: 1.719.573.2600
Fax: 1.719.573.9079

Northern California
2001 Gateway Place
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San Jose, CA 95110
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Fax: 1.408.451.1455

Southern California
3760 Kilroy Airport Way, Suite 230
Long Beach, CA 90806
Phone: 1.562.426.1497
Fax: 1.562.426.1597

Senator Robert Casey (D – PA) visited
AGI’s Exton, PA, headquarters in June
to get an overview of AGI’s efforts
in space and defense. Afterward, at
a company-wide meeting and Q&A
session, employees heard Casey’s
thoughts on the economy, homeland
defense and national security.

INTERNATIONAL
United Kingdom

AGI’s Video Production Team gave
four presentations at SIGGRAPH
2010, an international computer
graphics and interactive technologies
conference. Videos included an all-onall conjunction assessment. See all at
facebook.com/AnalyticalGraphics.

Analytical Graphics UK LTD.
5 Stanta Business Centre
3 Soothouse Spring
St Albans AL3 6PF
Phone: +44 (0) 1727 812674
E-mail: uk@agi.com
Web: agiuk.co.uk

For a full listing of AGI’s business, international
and educational partners, visit agi.com/partners.
To subscribe to InView or read past issues,
visit agi.com/inview.
Comments or suggestions are welcomed
at editor@agi.com.
Don’t wait for your InView to arrive in the mail to
get all the latest AGI news; become a fan of AGI
on Facebook (facebook.com/AnalyticalGraphics),
follow us on Twitter (twitter.com/AGItweets)
and connect with us on LinkedIn (linkedin.com/
companies/7853).
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AGI had a busy summer team-building,
beginning with its annual family picnic
in late June, replete with food, fun and
fireworks. Then on a warm Sunday in
July, AGI employees, along with their
friends and families, rode 65 miles
from Philadelphia to New Jersey for
the American Cancer Society (ACS)
Bike-a-thon fundraiser. AGI Team
“Nerds on Le Tour” have participated
for more than 10 years.

AGI hosted two weeklong space camps
for future engineers this summer.
The Space and Technology Camp
was comprised of 13 local students
in grades 8-12. The second camp
(pictured) included 20 high school
seniors and was a joint effort with
Lockheed Martin’s Information
Technology Apprenticeship Program.

agi user applications

AGI’S USERS’ CONFERENCE
SPANS U.S. AND CANADA
In 2010, AGI brought our technology
directly to current and future users via the
AGI Users’ Conference Tour. Engineers spent
the spring and summer months traveling
more than 13,000 miles across 18 United
States in a custom-outfitted van to share
the latest and greatest software innovations
with more than 1,000 space, defense and
intelligence professionals at 52 hotel stops
and customer organizations. In September,
AGI made three stops in Canada.

A crack in the van’s windshield eventually
In addition to hands-on kiosk demos
and presentations, Tour attendees were

led to its complete demise. Engineer Frank Snyder
found its absence quite amusing, until he found bugs
in his goatee.

treated to demos in the “Mobile Command Center”
(aka the van). AGI engineer Dan Honaker shares the
newest AGI software innovations with attendees at
Peterson Air Force Base.

Some fun facts from the road:
• Number of times the UC van windshield
shattered: 1
• Number of UC van power failures: 1
• Number of times UC van completely
broke down and a U-Haul temporarily
took its place: 1
Missed the Tour? Resources, along with
details on the 2011 AGI Users’ Conference in
Denver, can be found at uc.agi.com.

Integrating STK And
Multi-Level Security
Often, STK user data is located across
several different networks and at different
security classification levels. Transferring
data from a lower-level network to a higher
one sometimes requires copying it to a
CD to “sneaker-net” it to the higher-level
network. This makes it difficult to maintain
a synchronized common operating picture
(COP) for all networks. Accenture is working
to integrate STK with its Accenture Multi-Level
Access Solution (AMLAS) to provide seamless
access from the STK graphical user interface
(GUI) to data spread across networks with
different security classification levels. This
would create a system of networks that work
together as a single Multi-Level Security (MLS)
data source, thus allowing an STK user direct
access to data at or below the classification
of the user’s network. In this system, changes
made at a lower level are instantly available
to higher level users.

One of the Tour stops turned out to be a

The AGI van returns

to HQ in Exton, PA.

total ghost town.

AMLAS is an MLS data access server that can
connect to multiple networks with different
classification levels, and can manage all data
access between the networks. Using STK’s
plug-in functionality, Accenture developed
an AMLAS client that is seamlessly integrated
with the STK GUI. AMLAS functionality is
available directly through STK toolbars
and context menus.
Data connections are
managed through GUI
forms within STK and
data is converted to STK
objects using the STK
Object Model application
programming interface,
The STK-AMLAS client
simplifies maintaining a
COP between networks.
Data generated on one
network is instantly
available to authorized
networks, eliminating

the sneaker-net data lag which can vary
from an hour to days. Because the STKAMLAS client uses the STK Object Model, it
facilitates integration with custom application
developed on the STK Engine platform.
Learn more by downloading Accenture’s user
presentation from the 2010 AGI Users’
Conference Tour at uc.agi.com.

Accenture has created a client that maintains a synchronized common
operating picture for STK users across different networks and security levels.
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AGI’s NEW TOOLS FOR ENHANCED SPACE
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Space Data Center Launches Initial
Operating capabilities
New service performs satellite conjunction
assessment using operator-supplied data
In July, the Space Data Association (SDA) launched initial operations
of the Space Data Center, an automated space situational awareness
system expected to improve the safety and efficiency of satellite
operations through the sharing of operator-owned orbital data. AGI
developed the center in three months after winning the contract and
will operate the system for the next five years.
The Space Data Center’s initial operating capabilities (IOC) include
conjunction assessment for 126 satellites in geostationary orbit
owned by Inmarsat, Intelsat and SES, the founding members of
the SDA. When fully operational early next year, the service will
also support radio frequency interference (RFI) mitigation, and
membership is expected to include commercial and government
operators with satellites in all Earth orbits.
Built on AGI’s commercial software, the Space Data Center provides
SDA members Web-based access to operational capabilities through
a service-oriented architecture (SOA). The system will automatically
ingest and process operator-supplied orbital data including planned
maneuvers, perform conjunction assessments and generate
automated warning alerts. It will also support avoidance maneuver
planning and facilitate greater data sharing.
“The IOC represents a significant milestone in the SDA’s
development,” says Stewart Sanders, SDA chairman and director.
“We are working to quickly expand the SDA’s satellite operator

Launch COLA Analyses
for Fixed and Mobile
Platforms
Launch vehicle providers routinely perform
collision avoidance (COLA) analyses prior
to a launch. The mission’s ascent profile is
compared with the location of the existing
space catalog for the rocket’s full launch
window to ensure that no collisions occur.
This analysis, known as “Launch COLA,”
is natively supported with STK/CAT, AGI’s
Conjunction Analysis Tool.
For more than a decade, STK/CAT has
leveraged a patented approach to rapidly
compare the launch vehicle’s trajectory
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This space situational awareness system uses AGI software
capabilities to automatically ingest and process operator-supplied orbital data
including planned maneuvers, perform conjunction assessments and generate
automated warning alerts.

membership and obtain greater access to high-accuracy data. The
flexibility of AGI’s software will allow this rapid growth, assuring safer
satellite operations in a very short time frame.”
The Space Data Association Ltd. is a not-for-profit international
organization formed in late 2009. It is dedicated to safe and
responsible satellite operations, including the prevention of collisions
in space and improving satellite communications. It is open to all
satellite operators and other participants. Satellite operators interested
in joining the SDA can contact membership@space-data.org
for further information.

in the Earth-Fixed frame with the dynamic
space object catalog. The solution maps
the standard close approach computation
into a better solution space, greatly
reducing the computational load while
maintaining accuracy.
AGI recently decided to expand its Launch
COLA capabilities to include mobile launch
platforms, a much more complicated analysis.
AGI’s performance tests indicate that an
analysis for a six-hour launch window using a
mobile launcher located in an area measuring
dozens of square miles against a space
catalog of ~14,200 objects completes within
8 minutes. With this latest addition, STK/CAT
is fully capable of supporting all launches,
fixed or mobile. Learn more at agi.com/cat.

AGI’s “Launch COLA” capabilities rapidly
compare a launch vehicle’s trajectory in the Earth-Fixed
frame with the dynamic space object catalog.

Electro-optical Infrared Sensor
Modeling in STK
AGI introduces the new STK/EOIR (electro-optical, infrared) module
for modeling detection, tracking and imaging performance of EO and
IR sensors. The software allows users with a basic understanding
of system-level sensor specifications to improve their STK mission
model with radiometric sensor performance prediction providing
a unique alternative to complex, standalone sensor simulations.
STK/EOIR is intended for Earth science, missile defense and space
situational awareness applications, especially in the areas of concept
development, design, field test and operational support.

This new product is being successfully anchored against measured
data from operational sensors during demonstrations where SDL has
shown very good agreement between predicted and measured data
from recent test events.
To learn more about STK/EOIR, visit agi.com/eoir.

Key features include:
• Physics-based radiometric model
• Ultraviolet, visible and IR bands
• Target thermal and material models
• Accurate celestial background
• SNR, NEI and NER output metrics
• Sensor output images
• Pixel data file for image-processing
• Multi-sensor architecture analysis
• Low complexity for rapid analysis
• Anchored against operational data

STK/EOIR supports the detection, tracking and imaging of space objects,
including missiles.

STK/EOIR is developed by AGI business partner Space Dynamics
Laboratory (SDL), who brings more than 50 years experience in
space sensor design, fabrication, test and deployment for customers
including NASA, the U.S. Air Force and the U.S Missile Defense Agency
(MDA). SDL has supported the following sensor programs:
• WISE (Wide Field Infrared Survey Explorer) - NASA MIDEX
• SPIRIT III (Spatial Infrared Imaging Telescope) - MDA IR sensor on
MSX (Midcourse Space Experiment)
• CIRRIS 1A (Cryogenic Infrared Radiance Instrumentation for
Shuttle) - AFRL Space Shuttle experiment
• SOFIE (Solar Occultation for Ice Experiment) -- NASA AIM
(Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere) SMEX
• FIRST (Far-Infrared Spectroscopy of the Troposphere) - NASA
Instrument Incubator Program (stratospheric balloon)
• SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission
Radiometry) - NASA TIMED (Thermosphere, Ionosphere,
Mesosphere, Energetics and Dynamics) mission
• BowShock I & II, SKIPPER, DEBI - BMDO/MDA in-situ measurement
of bow shock phenomena on reentry vehicles

STK/EOIR integrates sensor and mission design, providing optimal designs in
less time by modeling system interactions.
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Adding Augmented
Reality to ISR
Augmented reality has been used for years in the broadcast industry.
You see it every time the National Football League paints a yellow
first-down line on the playing field. While it is commonplace and
easy to execute in controlled environments with fixed camera
positions, predetermined angles and known terrain, the opposite is
true in uncontrolled environments, such as battlefields in Kandahar.
Nonetheless, augmented reality is essential for the warfighter, and
the global intelligence community (IC) is faced with the challenge
of efficiently creating and disseminating intelligence products from
increasing amounts of video data. AGI’s Insight3D development library
is helping to overcome many hurdles of ISR-focused augmented reality.

the creation of the ISR products, making Insight3D-AR interoperable
with any existing IC tool that publishes geographic locations as
KML or through WMS. In addition, Insight3D is capable of providing
standard output video streams so that the client does not need
specialized software on the workstation or a plug-in in a Web
browser. Any client that can play or stream a video can view the
video published by Insight3D.

Insight3D-AR overcomes technical issues related to the immaturity
of the AR market. While standards like MISB are emerging and
sensor calibration techniques are improving for video collection,
adherence to standards or
delivery of error-free data
According to
streams are hardly the norm.
defenseindustrydaily.com, U.S.
Insight3D’s built-in capabilities
unmanned aerial vehicles, alone,
for telemetry filtering and
generated more than 200,000
smoothing help ensure the
hours of video in 2009, and new
final product aligns the video
models are expected to produce
with the collection of ISR
30 times as much information
products. Similarly, whether
by 2011. While many tools
your data is referenced relative
create intelligence products from
to the video, or geospatially,
video, in almost all cases, endpixel correlation algorithms
users need a GUI-driven client
ensure that the data you have
application to view these products.
is placed correctly. Insight3D
These client applications typically
also provides plug-in points
require training and maintenance,
that allow you to consume
and are often stovepiped. AGI’s
video metadata formats other
“Insight3D-Augmented Reality
than KLV, or quickly tailor
(AR)” implementation eliminates
AGI’s new Augmented Reality application, based on the Insight3D
existing readers to handle
the need for special software
visualization component, eliminates the need for special software programs or
customizations. In fact, with
programs or viewers to see ISR
viewers to see ISR products and allows complete interoperability among users.
an easy-to-use and robust
products and allows complete
API, integrators can use
interoperability among users.
Insight3D to consume and visualize any geospatial data, seamlessly
The software employs Motion Industry Standards Board (MISB) video
integrating that visualization with existing video sources.
standards to ingest live or archived video. ISR products, such as
sensor footprints, communication links, threat domes or propagated
Augmented reality has proven useful in the commercial industry.
vehicles, are derived from live or archived telemetry feeds or OGC (Open
AGI’s AR solution applies this technology to effectively create and
Geospatial Consortium) datasets. The Insight3D development tool fuses
interoperate ISR products to support the global intelligence community.
these products to produce graphics that are interlaced with video and
can be broadcast over a network in various standard video formats.
AGI product manager Tom Urie manages AGI’s developer
products—STK Engine and AGI Components—as well as AGI’s
Insight3D-AR supports standard data formats and network protocols,
aircraft solutions.
including KML (Keyhole Markup Language) and WMS (Web Map
Service), eliminating the need for stovepiped tools or proprietary
delivery mechanisms. OGC datasets can therefore be inputs into
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Software engineer Mike Bartholomew is focused on the
development of Insight3D.

agi developers’ corner

AGI Components: Building Vehicle Routes
AGI Components contain many different kinds of analysis. Route
Design Library was created to better support analysis inside the
atmosphere through the production of reference trajectories for
aircraft, ground vehicles and ships. In the early stages of mission
planning, users aren’t as concerned with detailed modeling of
vehicle motion as they are with determining the merit of a given
route in light of other analysis. The goal of the library was to keep the
configuration simple and to provide heuristics for simply specifying
a few key objectives and generating a feasible route which can be
used as a reference for analysis prior to simulating the final trajectory.
This way, the library can be used as an iterative mission planning
tool to quickly test out different route configurations in conjunction
with communications analysis, navigation accuracy, line-of-sight
calculations and other figures of merit that affect the design of a route.
When designing routes, users specify three basic pieces: procedures
defining the surface path, profiles defining how the vehicle’s height
and speed change over the surface path and connections between
the various procedures to create an overall route. The propagator
then determines the shape of the path depending on the sequence
of the procedures and configures the heights to create a valid route.
Depending on the settings, the profiles may update their heights and
speeds to avoid passing through mountains or adjust the route in
places where it would otherwise violate the vehicle’s dynamics. In this
way, the library allows users to specify the parameters they care about
and leave the rest underdefined without needing to specify all of the
details of how each procedure and profile fits together.

Sharing and managing STK objects
Did you know that AGI now has a software tool for sharing and/or
managing multiple versions of STK objects across your analysis, workgroup
or enterprise? The AGI Data Federate (ADF) is a central data repository that
can be accessed seamlessly from within STK through standard file loading
and saving operations and provides STK with the capability of searching
within and managing the data stored there. The ADF (agi.com/adf) can be
used standalone or integrated with enterprise solutions such as SharePoint
or Teamcenter, and provides unique STK-specific data management tools
for objects, scenarios, results and support for non-STK files.

As a new member of the AGI Components family, Route Design Library
provides an extensible API which allows users to customize their
workflow when building and analyzing routes. By using Insight3D
or other applications, it’s easy to create custom route editing tools
that integrate seamlessly with other tools and libraries. For more
information, you can view our documentation or post questions on
the AGI Developer Network: adn.agi.com.
Richard Page is an aerospace software developer currently
focused on AGI Components, specifically Route Design Library.

AGI’s Route Design Library

produces reference trajectories for aircraft,

ground vehicles and ships.

into other areas such as aircraft and UAV. By the end of the year, the AGI
SOC will be open for the community to provide input or edit the standard
objects, as well as contribute new ones. The goal is for the SOC to become
a premier standard resource for STK and the community in general.
AGI’s user community is constantly growing, and we hope you will take
advantage of these new collaborative tools. Try them out today at
agi.com/adf and soc.agi.com.

Even without purchasing an ADF module, all STK users have access to
AGI’s hosted ADF server. Our ADF is currently populated (and constantly
growing) using pertinent STK-related information extracted from AGI’s
Standard Object Catalog (soc.agi.com). With hundreds of scenarios
and thousands of STK objects pre-configured with accurate definitions,
payloads and models, the public ADF is a fantastic resource for
jumpstarting your analysis. Users can also request their own “sandboxes”
for testing out the ADF with their own data.
The SOC data has been meticulously gathered by AGI engineers from
public domain sources including commercial, civil, space and ground
systems – and currently includes 340 communication and remote sensing
satellites and 949 ground facilities. We will continue to build out our
satellites for full coverage of all unclassified satellites as well as move

The AGI Data Federate is populated with STK-related information extracted
from AGI’s Standard Object Catalog.
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Excel Interface to STK

The New STK Star Catalogs

All of the benefits, none of the coding!

Greetings, I am excited to return to the pages of InView (where I
used to write an Orbit Analyst column) to discuss the upgraded star
database released with STK v9.2.1.

Engineers, operators and analysts rely on a variety of software tools
to perform their everyday analysis. Besides STK, one of the first and
foremost engineering tools on their list is Microsoft Excel. In the past,
in order for AGI software users to share information between tools,
Excel users had to create macros, functions, automation scripts, etc.
using STK/Integration and the Connect or Object Model application
programming interfaces. However, these users may not have the time
or coding experience needed to use such programmatic interfaces. In
response, AGI has created a tool for sharing data between Excel and
STK that doesn’t require any scripting or coding by the user.
Whether you want to bring data into STK that’s in some unique format
within Excel or you want to extract data from STK to use within Excel,
you can now do so without writing a single line of code through the
use of the Excel Interface to STK. How does it work? The tool consists
of an Excel Add-in that provides a toolbar inside of Excel and a few
graphical user interface (GUI) panels for selecting spreadsheet data,
applying proper units and exchanging data between STK and Excel.

Carl Sagan is famously misquoted for describing galaxies as containing
“billions and billions” of stars. While people can only see stars to a
visual magnitude of ~6 which comprises about 5,400 stars, many
more can be seen with the aid of telescopes and other remote sensing
devices. Compilations of stars are referred to as star catalogs and
provide a common set of parameters for each star. Prior versions of
STK provided data from the Bright Star Catalog 5th Revised Edition
(BSC). In version 9.2.1, we have added the Hipparcos 2 catalog on the
standard STK installation disc. Hipparcos 2 also replaces BSC as the
default source of star information. Additional catalogs are available on
a supplementary data disc including Hipparcos 1, Tycho 1 and Tycho 2.
Catalog

Availability

Num Stars

Ref Frame

Epoch

BSC

Standard

9110

J2000

2000.0

Hipparcos 2

Standard

117955

ICRF

1991.25

Hipparocs 1

Supplemental

117955

ICRF

1991.25

Tycho 1

Supplemental

>1M

ICRF

1991.25

Tycho 2

Supplemental

>2.5M

ICRF

2000.0

Our catalog selection was motivated by the desire to provide highquality astrometric information. Astrometric data, which describes
the star position and motion relative to the solar system barycenter,
can be used to compute the apparent position of the star at any
desired time. The apparent position of a star is a function of the epoch
position of the star, its motion relative to the solar system barycenter
(proper motion), the location of the observer (parallax) and the
motion of the observer (stellar aberration).
				

Proper Motion + Parallax

					Classical Stellar Aberration

Users can:
• Connect Excel to any instance of STK or STK Engine.

The observer location is typically known relative to a planetary object,
such as the Earth, and is related to the solar system barycenter
through planetary ephemerides.

• Insert Excel spreadsheet data into STK. For example, apply
trajectory data to an aircraft, specify pattern data of a sensor,
apply a custom gain pattern to an antenna, etc.

Additional star catalogs in STK give more options for visualization of
the celestial background; refined analysis of spacecraft orientation
and instrument pointing; and an expanded capability for determining
visibility to celestial objects.

• Extract STK report data into Excel spreadsheet cells. The data
retrieved is based on input parameters specified in the dialogs
presented by the Add-in (see screenshot).

The new star catalogs are available with STK version 9.2.1. Get started
with them today and see what else is new at agi.com/stk.

Look for the Excel Interface to STK on the AGI Developer Network (adn.
agi.com) later this year before its rolled into the next STK install.
Patrick Mahoney is a senior software engineer at AGI. He helps
design, develop, test and maintain the STK software suite.
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James Woodburn is AGI’s chief orbital scientist, overseeing the
maintenance, enhancement and verification of all STK functions
that rely on orbital or attitude dynamics. He joined AGI in 1994,
and is responsible for two AGI patents.

agi international

ESA Answers Emergency Support Call
for NASA with STK
In September 2008, Benoit Demelenne, head of the TT&C and
Spacecraft Operations Unit for Artemis, ESA’s data relay satellite,
received word that NASA Johnson Space Center was expecting service
outages due to the approaching Hurricane Ike, and would have to
evacuate the Center. NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) had been communicating with Jules Verne, Europe’s first
Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV). With TDRSS/ATV communication
interruptions anticipated, and a Debris Avoidance Maneuver
necessary to keep the ATV out of harm’s way, Artemis needed to
provide emergency support. ESA’s space operations team at Redu,
Belgium, used AGI software to confirm the results of their in-house
tools via real-time 3D visualization. With just a few hours to prepare,
Artemis successfully met its call.
“We use in-house software for satellite links and intervisibility,
but we wanted to find something more user-friendly to share in
real time what is happening with Artemis,” Demelenne said. “STK
showed the 3D orbit of the ATV around the Earth and inter-satellite
communications between the ATV and Artemis in real time. Using AGI
tools provided great visibility into what should take place in orbit.”
Demelenne has been using AGI software at ESA since 1998, and says
one of the key benefits is how easy it is to use. “We are not flight

With the help of AGI software, the mission control team and ground
segment support team at the ATV Control Centre at Toulouse and the Artemis
Control Centre in Redu successfully provided support to the ATV with just a few
hours to prepare.

dynamics experts, yet we find it provides very quick access to important
information for mission analysis.” ESA uses STK Professional Edition for
access calculations and link and budget analysis, and STK/Integration
to automate inter-satellite visibility. “STK serves as great quality control
and makes us more confident running our real-time operations. It saved
us time and mitigated risk, and we anticipate it will be a benefit in many
other mission operation analyses.”
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agi PARTNERS

SPIRENT AND AGI SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
BENEFITS RECEIVER, SYSTEM AND
APPLICATION TESTING
AGI and Spirent introduced the integration of AGI’s STK and Spirent’s
SimGEN™ software in September. The link between products allows
the two software packages to talk to each other so that trajectories
created in STK can easily be used to define the motion in Spirent’s
hardware GNSS simulators. In addition, SimGEN test-case motion can
be visualized in STK.
The companies’ offerings fit well together. STK is used for mission
modeling, engineering and operations in many areas, including
space, aircraft, missile defense and electronic systems. Spirent’s
simulation systems—many of which use the SimGEN software—enable
hardware testing of GNSS receivers, systems and applications in those
same areas. Linking the products facilitates a progressive analysis
and testing approach in which motion data for mission planning
completed in STK can be ported to SimGEN. A hardware simulation,
including real receiver and related system components, can then be
completed consistent with the original STK motion data.
For more information on the integrated Spirent-AGI solution, visit
agi.com/partners.

Small Business? Tap Into AGI
Technology
The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program allows
qualified small businesses to access AGI software for use on SBIR
and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) government research
proposals. From concept development to operational deployment,
using AGI software in your solution will reduce program development
cost and technical risk. AGI’s desktop solutions and software
development kits provide an open API and data structure, and full
documentation with tutorials. Developers get up to speed quickly and
produce highly capable applications in just hours.
Key benefits of using AGI software for your SBIR/STTR proposal:
• Open, scalable architecture
• Easy to integrate and
automate
• Reduces program
development cost and
technical risk
• Addresses “requirements
creep” and unanticipated
problems
• Increased integration
productivity provides
more time for:
• Product support and
maintenance
Please contact your local AGI Account Manager, or e-mail
SBIR@agi.com, for a demonstration or to discuss your innovation
research proposal requirements.
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agi education

Top Team Earns $1,000 in AGI’s
University Grant Competition
AGI announced an inaugural grant competition for spring 2010
and received nearly 50 team and individual applications from 10
different countries. The winning team, “ISR Firefighting” from Purdue
University, USA, impressed
the judges with their unique
application of AGI software and
was awarded a $1,000 grant and
speaking opportunity.

who is on the fence about participating should definitely give it a try.
In addition to winning the grant it is a great resume builder!” said
team leader Shashank Tamaskar. Shashank presented the team’s
project at two 2010 AGI Users’
Conference Tour stops.
Additional winners in the spring
2010 competition were:

• Second place: Martin Löscher
The concept of the competition
from Technical University of
is challenging applicants to
Dresden, Germany, for his Moonconceptualize and propose
Team “ISR Firefighting” from Purdue University – which included Evan Helmeid,
Earth gravity-assist trajectory
real-world problems and then
Nadir Bagaveyev and Shashank Tamaskar – took top honors in AGI’s inaugural
using STK/Astrogator.
University Grant Competition.
demonstrate solutions using AGI
software. For the spring 2010
• Honorable mentions:
contest, the first-place team
Cynthia Chodkiewiez of EcoLe
developed a complex simulation
d’Ingénierie des Sciences
incorporating multiple wildfire surveillance assets. MATLAB was used
Aérospatiales, France; Jason Cordova of Metropolitan State
to drive STK in a system-of-systems simulation, attempting to optimize
College of Denver, USA; Erwin Dekens of Delft University of
a set of system design parameters.
Technology, Netherlands.
“My team members and I enjoyed the entire competition from
brainstorming the ideas to simulating different scenarios. Anyone

For details on the recently launched University Grant Competition, visit
agi.com/edugrant.

AGI and Lockheed Team with Purdue
Engineering Program

New AGI Online Software Training and
Development Tools Classes

AGI has teamed with Lockheed Martin Corp. and Purdue University to
help graduate-level engineering students hit the ground running when
they enter industry.

Been meaning to take one of AGI’s free STK Fundamentals training
classes but can’t seem to escape from the office? Now, you can take
live training from your desk. AGI’s “Computer-Based Training” is held
once each month via
WebEx from 9:00 –
5:00 p.m. ET. And just
like our in-person STK
Fundamentals, it’s
completely free!

In a course taught in January through May 2010, Lockheed Martin
and AGI worked with Purdue professor Daniel DeLaurentis, Ph.D, to
create team design projects for his hands-on, engineering system-ofsystems (SOS) design course that simulated real-world experiences.
DeLaurentis taught the students the basic principles of SOS and then
broke them into teams to tackle problems posed by Lockheed Martin
and solve them using AGI software. One team entered its project in a
separate AGI University Grant Competition and won $1,000 (see story
on this page). John Sheehan, systems engineer with Lockheed Martin
Skunk Works®, offered professional input to the students, first playing
the role of a senior colleague helping to guide them in their work and
then posing relevant real-world questions during final presentations.
“The biggest benefit for the students was that they had the sense
they were working on real problems with real tools used in the
industry, so this was not just an academic exercise,” DeLaurentis said.
AGI was equally pleased with the result, and plans to expand the
number of schools and industry partners in this type of offering in the
future. “This was our first collaborative effort with industry to deliver
content at the university level,” says Elfriede Borst, AGI Educational
Alliance Program coordinator. “We hope to graduate more engineers
with direct and relevant experience, which industry is seeking.”

AGI also has two
new training
courses focused
on development
Learn STK from your desk! AGI’s Wes Bradley
tools. The three-day
teaches computer-based training monthly from
“AGI Component
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. ET.
Technology” course
explores the
fundamentals behind using AGI Components in space, defense and
intelligence applications. The “Customizing STK – STK/Integration
and STK Engine” four-day course serves as an introduction to custom
integration using STK and STK Engine.
Register for online or live training, or download course materials and
video tutorials, at agi.com/training.
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